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Simply the truth.
This post may be argumentative to some, but knowing the truth – some
facts and truth are not worth arguing about.
Have respect for this APBT breed of dog is such a truth - nothing you
think will change the fact that you have to respect this breed of dog.

Then nothing ever said was more true as the following statement by
“Old timer Richard Stratton”.
“It is my firm conviction that no one should own a real American Pit Bull
Terrier who does not at least understand their desire to fight and ability
to do so,
and then having this dog … be willing to take the consequences for it”
{If you are not willing and accepting this truth then better to obtain
another breed of dog or keep a cat}
Going to try make it simple as possible.
In fact if you cannot understand or accept the truth and facts about
APBT’s on my website - or educating yourself you shouldn’t get a “real”
APBT pup or dog in the first place.
How many stubborn people who were informed, educated and warned
… is going to call about their beautiful, loving “pet Pit Bulls” that slept
indoors, were spoilt
and loved … that must suddenly go (get rid of) because the dog … out of
the blue just started fighting with other dog/s or cats or whatever?
People who either refuse to understand this very very simple facts … or
were never told … are causing unthinkable heartache to these dogs!!

Chances are, at some stage, your lovable “pet bull”… that you “raised”
and “socialized with so much TLC will suddenly turn animal aggressive.
When this happens … for starters … there is nothing wrong with that or
with the dog.
Then these “unwanted dogs” will be passed on to heaven knows who,
be stuck in a shelter or at an SPCA.
The Trauma for these poor APBT dogs (not wanted anymore) simply
because people – their first owners were never prepared that in future
you will
MOST probably have to separate and micro manage this breed of dog if you insist on adding a Pit Bull to your multiple dog/cat dog home that
“someone” said
will be fine if you “just raise them right”
Very few are willing to do so when the time comes, it’s easier to call
and say “please urgently help me find a new home for my one or 2 year
old pit-bull bull because they must go “NOW!!”
If the above picture upsets you it means you have not done your
homework and don’t have a clue about genes and the amazing dog
called an APBT, even if understanding their past makes you weep for
weeks!!!
IF YOU CAN’T FACE THEIR REALITY YOU MUST NEVER EVER OWN AN
APBT PLEASE!
Someone posts that "no one should own an animal that's sole purpose
was bred for fighting"
We talking about American Pit Bulls here!
The APBT’s natural behaviour is animal and especially dog aggression –
they do fight … and can the fight.
Then again soldiers are trained to fight … go to war to fight and kill. No
one bats an eyelid.

MMA fighters are trained to fight … go into a cage to fight – and can
they fight.
People pay money to watch these fights.
Boxers train to fight and go into the ring to beat each other up – and
can they fight.
People from all walks of life enjoy watching these events.
The above statement is invalid … not even argumentative.
Fact … Cur dogs run in packs.
Game dogs … stand alone.

Again…

